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Abstract
Data deduplication is widely used to reduce the size of
backup workloads, but it has the known disadvantage of causing poor data locality, also referred to as the fragmentation
problem, which leads to poor restore and garbage collection
(GC) performance. Current research has considered writing
duplicates to maintain locality (e.g. rewriting) or caching data
in memory or SSD, but fragmentation continues to hurt restore
and GC performance.
Investigating the locality issue, we observed that most duplicate chunks in a backup are directly from its previous
backup. We therefore propose a novel management-friendly
deduplication framework, called MFDedup, that maintains
the locality of backup workloads by using a data classification
approach to generate an optimal data layout. Specifically, we
use two key techniques: Neighbor-Duplicate-Focus indexing
(NDF) and Across-Version-Aware Reorganization scheme
(AVAR), to perform duplicate detection against a previous
backup and then rearrange chunks with an offline and iterative algorithm into a compact, sequential layout that nearly
eliminates random I/O during restoration.
Evaluation results with four backup datasets demonstrates
that, compared with state-of-the-art techniques, MFDedup
achieves deduplication ratios that are 1.12× to 2.19× higher
and restore throughputs that are 2.63× to 11.64× faster due
to the optimal data layout we achieve. While the rearranging
stage introduces overheads, it is more than offset by a nearlyzero overhead GC process. Moreover, the NDF index only
requires indexes for two backup versions, while the traditional
index grows with the number of versions retained.

1

Introduction

Deduplication is an important data reduction technique
in modern commercial backup systems because it usually
achieves a high deduplication ratio (the logical size divided
by the post deduplication size), which was found to often be in
the range of 10 ∼ 30× [6], thus greatly reducing storage costs.
The basic technique of deduplication is to replace redundant
chunks of data with references to identical chunks that have al-
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ready been stored [39]. While deduplication has been applied
to numerous storage and networking topics [6, 12, 21, 29, 45],
our research focuses on hard-drive based deduplication for
backup storage because it remains one of the most significant
use cases.
For deduplication on hard drive systems, fragmentation is
a serious problem: chunks from a backup that are logically
consecutive may refer to previously written chunks scattered
across the disks (poor locality). As a result, this fragmentation problem causes: 1 poor restore performance since many
random disk reads are required; 2 Garbage Collection (GC)
of deduplicated systems is also challenging because as previous backup versions are deleted, referenced and unreferenced
chunks may be located together, and referenced chunks must
be preserved to avoid data loss.
Generally, the root cause of this fragmentation (or poor
locality) problem is the sharing of chunks between backup
versions due to deduplication. Deduplication systems usually group the deduplicated chunks into a large unit called a
container (often 4MB in size) for compression and maximizing write performance to arrays of disks and use a chunkreference list (e.g. a recipe) to record referenced chunks
for each backup version. As an example, consider backup
version 1 that has few or no duplicates, so its chunks are stored
sequentially in containers. Then, version 2 may be highly redundant with the first with small modifications throughout
the backup, so its recipe has references to many chunks of
the first version intermixed with references to newly written
chunks. Later, version N tends to have even worse locality as
it refers to chunks written by many previous backup versions,
so restoring a backup version involves random seeks back and
forth across the disks, and read amplification is high since an
accessed container may have needed and unneeded chunks.
To alleviate the fragmentation problem for better restore
performance, many techniques have been proposed that write
some duplicates (called rewriting approaches) according to
their ‘fragmentation degree’ to maintain a level of data locality [14,22,23,30,31]. Alternatively, there have been proposals
to use memory or SSDs to cache the fragmented chunks or
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frequently referenced chunks [2,25], which also helps achieve
a higher restore speed, though with increased hardware costs.
However, fragmentation inevitably becomes worse with high
generation backup versions. According to our experimental
observations on four backup datasets (see Figures 7 and 9 in
Section 5), even using the state-of-the-art rewriting techniques
of Capping [23] and HAR [15], the restore speed drops to
about 1/8∼1/3 of the sequential read speed of storage devices
while the actual deduplication ratio drops about 20% ∼ 40%
due to ‘rewriting’.
The performance of GC is also impacted by data locality
in traditional container-based data layouts. As older backup
versions are deleted, some chunks become unreferenced by
any version and can be removed from containers to reclaim
space. Generally, GC includes two stages: selecting which
containers have unreferenced chunks and migrating referenced chunks into new containers so selected containers can
be freed. Several approaches [17, 37] have explored ways to
quickly select containers for the first stage. When locality
is poor, containers will have a mix of referenced and unreferenced chunks, so the migration stage is time-consuming
because many chunks must be read and rewritten.
Overall, existing solutions for improving restore and GC
performance struggle with the dilemma between deduplication and the locality of backup workloads. Meanwhile, previous work on fragmentation in non-deduplicated storage
usually reorganized data to improve the layout [18]. However, due to chunks being shared between backup versions
(a complex chunk reference relationship), it seems infeasible to design an optimal layout for all backup versions while
maintaining the space savings of deduplication. Moreover,
reorganizing chunks can be expensive since some chunks may
be referenced by all or most versions: in this case, reorganizing one chunk means almost all versions are involved [23].
In our observations of deduplicating backups, we find that
almost all the duplicate chunks in a backup version Bi+1 are
derived from its previous version Bi (studied in Section 3.3),
which suggests it is feasible to design an optimal data layout
of deduplicated chunks with nearly no fragmentation, as explained with three points: 1 This optimal data layout classifies chunks into categories (like containers) according to their
reference relationship. For example, the chunks (a set M), referenced and only referenced by backup versions Bi and B j , are
classified into one category, where a category is similar to a
variable-sized container. Classification ensures that if a chunk
is required when restoring a backup version, other chunks in
the same category are also required, which means loading an
entire category does not cause read amplification. 2 However,
the number of categories (containers) can grow dramatically
to about 2n categories for n backup versions, according to
our observation and theoretical analysis. 3 With the above
observation that some rare chunk-reference relationships can
be ignored, so we only consider chunks that are referenced
by one version or by consecutive versions. In this way, the
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chunk-reference relationship is simplified and the number of
categories is reduced to n(n + 1)/2 for n backup versions,
which makes the OPT data layout feasible.
Note that this classification-based OPT data layout is significantly different from a traditional deduplication framework.
Traditional deduplication mainly focuses on the write path of
deduplication and rarely manages the location and placement
of chunks, which we call write-friendly. In contrast, our approach tries to redesign the data layout of deduplicated chunks
to eliminate the fragmentation problem and thus achieve dramatically faster restore and GC performance, which we call
management-friendly. In our implementation of the OPT
data layout using an offline method of iteratively arranging
chunks for each incoming backup version, we find the costs
are acceptable, especially compared with the huge overheads
of restore and GC in previous write-friendly approaches.
To this end, we propose a novel Management-Friendly
Deduplication framework, called MFDedup, that introduces
two new techniques: Neighbor-Duplicate-Focus indexing
(NDF) and Across-Version-Aware Reorganization scheme
(AVAR). Together, they generate and maintain the OPT data
layout, which eliminates the fragmentation problem. Specifically, the contributions of this paper are three folds:
• We propose NDF to only detect duplicates of a backup
version (Bi+1 ) with its previous version (Bi ), which utilizes our observation, and provides an opportunity to
build the OPT data layout. NDF significantly reduces
the memory footprint for the fingerprint index while
achieving a near-exact deduplication ratio.
• After deduplicating the new version Bi+1 using NDF,
AVAR arranges the unique chunks of Bi+1 into the OPT
data layout by classifying and grouping according to the
simplified reference relationship between chunks and
versions. By iteratively updateing the OPT layout, GC
becomes a simple operation of immediately deleting the
oldest categories as the oldest versions are deleted.
• Evaluation results with four backup datasets suggest that,
compared with previous approaches, MFDedup achieves
a significantly higher deduplication ratio (1.66× to
3.28× higher) and restore throughput (2.63× to 11.64×
higher). Restore throughput fully utilizes the storage devices. Meanwhile, the NDF index is a fixed and limited
overhead compared with traditional global index, and
GC in MFDedup has nearly zero-overhead.

2 Background and Related Work
2.1 Background of Data Deduplication
Data deduplication is a widely used data reduction approach
for storage systems [8, 12, 27, 33, 34, 38, 44, 45]. In general, a
typical data deduplication system splits the input data stream
(e.g., backup files, database snapshots, virtual machine images, etc.) into multiple data “chunks” (e.g., 8KB size) that
are each uniquely identified with a cryptographically secure
hash signature (e.g., SHA-1), also called a fingerprint [29, 34].
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Deduplication systems then deduplicate data chunks according to their fingerprints and store only one physical copy to
achieve the goal of saving storage space.
Backup storage and locality. Backup storage often leverages data deduplication due to the highly redundant nature of
the data. In backup storage systems, workloads usually are a
series of backups versions (i.e., successive snapshots of the
primary data), and the size of backups can be greatly reduced
to about 1/10-1/30 of their original size, reducing hardware
costs. Locality in backup workloads means that the chunks of
a backup stream will appear in approximately the same order
in each full backup with a high probability, which is widely
exploited for improving deduplication performance, such as
for fingerprint indexing, restoring, etc., by utilizing the high
sequential I/O speed of HDDs.
Container-based I/O. Many deduplication-based storage
systems usually combine with compression techniques, and
all chunks are stored in containers as the basic unit for compression. Thus, storage I/O are usually based on containers.
Usually, containers are immutable and have a fixed size (e.g.,
4MB). Containers offers several benefits: 1 Writing in large
units achieves the maximum sequential throughput of hard
drives and is compatible with striping across multiple drives
in a RAID configuration. Hard drives remain significantly
cheaper than SSDs and other media, and cost is an important
consideration for backup storage. 2 The locality of data in
containers is frequently leveraged to improve the efficiency
of identifying duplicates as well as for restoring backups to
clients [45].
Fragmentation Problem. Fragmentation in deduplication
systems is related to container-based I/O and the seek latency
of HDDs. This is because different backups will share chunks,
and these shared chunks are randomly distributed across containers. In other words, spatial locality of each backup will
be destroyed after deduplication. Due to container-based I/O,
when we restore a backup, even if only a few shared chunks in
a container are required, we have to read the whole container
from HDDs, which is sometimes called read amplification
Size o f Loaded Containers
(defined as Total
Size o f Actually Restored Data during restores). Even
if a system supports compression regions within a container,
a full compression region must be read and decompressed to
supply a needed chunk. In addition, since the required containers for each backup are randomly distributed across the
HDDs, seeking to these required containers on HDDs is also
time-consuming. Moreover, the read amplification and seek
issues become worse as the number of backups increases.

2.2

Deduplication Techniques

A typical deduplication system usually consists of several
techniques, including chunking, fingerprint indexing, restore
optimizations, garbage collection, etc.
Chunking Techniques. Content-Defined Chunking
(CDC) [13, 29, 32, 41, 42] is a widely used chunking approach
to split the backup stream into variable-sized chunks accord-
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ing to the content, which can handle the ‘boundary-shift’
problem existing in Fix-Sized Chunking [34].
Fingerprint Index Techniques. Checking the fingerprint
index (i.e., detecting duplicates) is a critical step in the workflow of deduplication. Fingerprint indices grow as a fraction
of backup storage system capacity, so keeping them in memory is expensive and impractical while putting them in HDDs
will cause a deduplication system bottleneck for indexing.
Several approaches [5, 7, 17, 24, 26, 28, 40, 45] have been proposed, and most leverage spatial or temporal locality by using
the fingerprint index to load many fingerprints from disk that
were written at the same time or consecutively in a file.
Restore Optimization Techniques. As introduced in Section 2.1, fragmentation introduces read amplification and
many disk seeks when restoring a backup after deduplication. Among the restore optimization approaches, there are
two main approaches to review that can be used separately or
together: ‘rewriting’ and ‘cache’. Rewriting trades-off deduplication space savings to improve locality by selectively
writing duplicates [9, 10, 14, 22, 23, 30, 31]. Rewriting lowers
the deduplication ratio, and results show read amplification
remains 2× ∼ 4× after rewriting. The caching approach uses
SSDs or memory to cache chunks that are frequently referenced or believed to be needed in the near future [2, 25], but
the cache hit ratio still depends on locality, and read amplification is not addressed.
Among rewriting approaches, Capping [23] follows a simple policy. When deduplicating against a previously-written
container, record how many chunks in the container are referenced for the current backup. For containers with low reuse, it
rewrites chunks to improve the locality of the current backup
version. HAR [15], utilizing the similarity of backup streams,
identifies sparse containers according to historical information, and rewrites chunks which refer to those containers. In
contrast, our approach writes minimal duplicate chunks and
creates a data layout without any fragmentation or read amplification.
Garbage Collection Techniques. Customers usually configure a retention policy for backup files using their backup
software, which often involves retaining weeks or months
of backups and deleting backups older than the retention
policy. GC then removes unreferenced chunks from the system [11, 14, 17, 37]. There are generally two kinds of GC
in deduplicated systems. The first one is traditional MarkSweep [11,17,37]: it walks the backups and marks the chunks
referenced from those backups, and then the unreferenced
chunks are swept away. In practice, this often requires copying live chunks from a partially-unreferenced container and
forming new containers. Although numerous optimizations
have been proposed [11, 14, 17, 37], copying live chunks and
writing new containers is I/O intensive [15].
The second approach is the Container-Marker Algorithm
(CMA) [15]. CMA maintains a container manifest to record
referenced backups for each container and then deletes the
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whole containers that are unreferenced, which is a coarsegrained GC approach that maintains containers if any chunks
are still referenced and thus causes wasted space. In contrast,
we focus on fine-grained GC, but have an approach with
dramatically lower overheads than previous techniques.

3 Observation and Motivation
3.1 Analysis for Fragmentation and Read Amplification after Deduplication
As discussed in Section 2.1, fragmentation causes serious
read amplification in deduplication systems using containerbased I/O. In this subsection, we analyze the cause of read
amplification with a detailed example.
Version 1
Chunk1
Chunk2
Chunk3
Chunk4
Chunk5
Chunk6

Version 2
Duplicate
New
New
New
New
Duplicate

Version 3

Chunk1
Chunk2'
Chunk3'
Chunk4'
Chunk5'
Chunk6

Duplicate
Duplicate
New
New
New
Duplicate

Chunk1
Chunk2'
Chunk3''
Chunk4''
Chunk5''
Chunk6

Traditional data layout
Container 1

Container 2

Container 3

Container 4

Container 5

Chu nk1
Chu nk2
Chunk3

Chu nk4
Chu nk5
Chunk6

Chu nk2'
Chu nk3'
Chunk4'

Chu nk5'
blank
blank

Chu nk3''
Chu nk4''
Chunk5''

3.2

An Example of Classification: For the three chunks {4,
5, 6} in Container 2 (in the traditional data layout in Figure 1), according to their reference relationship, we can classify them into two categories (like containers). The first category includes Chunks 4 and 5, which are only referenced
by Version 1, and the second category is Chunk 6, which is
referenced by all three versions. If we store two categories
separately in different containers, we could load both categories when restoring Version 1 and load only the second
category for Versions 2 and 3. In this way, the fragmentation
problem of these three chunks are resolved, and there will be
no read amplification when restoring any of the versions.
Classification-based Data Layout. Here we continue the
previous example and classify all chunks into five categories
(like containers) according to their reference relationship and
then store each category into a variable-sized container, as
shown in the ‘OPT data layout’ in Figure 1:
• Container 1 is referenced by Versions {1, 2, 3}.
• Container 2 is referenced by Version 1.

An OPT data layout that minimizes read amplification
Container 1

Container 2

Container 3

Container 4

Container 5

Chunk1
Chunk6

Chunk2
Chunk3
Chunk4
Chunk5

Chunk3'
Chunk4'
Chunk5'

Chunk2'

Chunk3''
Chunk4''
Chunk5''

Figure 1: Examples of running exact deduplication on three
backup versions with a traditional data layout versus an optimal data layout based on classification.
In traditional deduplication systems, after deduplication,
all remaining chunks are stored in containers in the order
they appear in a backup. Figure 1 shows an example of the
traditional data layout after deduplication of three backup
versions. Deduplicated chunks from three backup versions
are stored in five containers using the traditional data layout,
and Chunk 6 is referenced by all the three versions. Because
of the container-based I/O, no matter which version we want
to restore, we always need to read Container 2 from HDDs.
Read Amplification. For Versions 2 and 3, only Chunk 6
is needed from Container 2, which includes other chunks
unreferenced by Versions 2 and 3. This is an example of
poor spatial locality. Therefore, loading Container 2 causes
read amplification (i.e., we read two unneeded chunks) when
restoring these two versions. But for Version 1, all chunks
in Container 2 are required, which means a strong spatial
locality, and there is no fragmentation and read amplification.
Note that under the traditional data layout, Chunk 6 is a fragmented chunk for Versions 2 and 3, but is not a fragmented
chunk for Version 1, which means fragmentation is dependent
on the backup version and associated with chunks’ reference
relationship.
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An Optimal Data Layout

In this subsection, we present and discuss a classificationbased optimal (OPT) data layout according to the chunks’
reference relationships as mentioned in the last subsection.

• Container 3 is referenced by Version 2.
• Container 4 is referenced by Versions {2, 3}.
• Container 5 is referenced by Version 3.
This layout keeps strong spatial locality for each backup
version with a read amplification of 1, so we refer to it as
the OPT data layout that minimizes read amplification. For
example, if we want to restore Version 3, we need to load
Containers 1, 4 and 5, which does not load any unrequired
chunks. Meanwhile, there is also no read amplification when
restoring Versions 1 and 2. Therefore, Figure 1 provides a
possible solution to eliminate fragmentation for that example
of three backup versions. In the worst case of three backup
versions,
there
will


 be seven categories (i.e., total number
of 31 + 32 + 33 = 23 − 1 reference relationship). Here nk
means choosing k from n elements.
Challenges for OPT Data Layout. Actual backup workloads are much more complicated than the example shown
in Figure 1. Specifically, if we follow the idea of classification
on n backup
versions, there will be 2n − 1 (i.e.,
n
n
n
n
1 + 2 + ... + n = 2 − 1) categories that are stored as
n
2 − 1 containers. Assuming there are 30 backup versions
with about 1 million unique 8KB chunks (totaling 8 GB after
deduplication), there will be more than 1,000,000,000 containers after classification and thus most of the time each container
has only one or very few chunks. In other words, this OPT
data layout solves the read amplification problem but requires
more seek operations for these very small containers, which
also causes poor data locality.
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(d) SYN Dataset

Figure 2: Distribution of four kinds of chunks on four backup datasets. Skip duplicate chunks are the least common.

3.3

Derivation Relationship of Backups

In this subsection, we will present our key observation about
the deduplication relationship of backups through an analysis
of four large backup datasets. These relationships can be
exploited to greatly decrease the number of categories (i.e.,
containers) needed for the OPT data layout.
In backup storage systems, workloads usually consist of
a series of backup images, which are all generated from
the original data on a primary storage system (i.e. laptop,
server, database, etc.). Therefore, the duplicate chunks of each
backup are not randomly distributed but are derived from the
chunks of the last backup as we will show with experiments,
which is consistent with the typical consecutive pattern of
duplicates that is leveraged by many systems [24, 40, 45] for
high deduplication performance.
To better illustrate our observation, we denote four kinds
of chunks in a backup version Bi as follows:
• Internal duplicate chunks, whose referenced chunks are
also in Bi .
• Adjacent duplicate chunks, whose referenced chunks are
not in Bi but in the last version Bi−1 .
• Skip duplicate chunks, whose referenced chunks are neither in Bi nor in Bi−1 .
• Unique chunks: the non-duplicate chunks.
Key Observation. Figure 2 studies the distribution of the
four kinds of chunks on four backup datasets running with
exact deduplication. From Figure 2, we can observe that most
duplicate chunks for a backup version are from the previous
version (Adjacent) and within the current backup itself (Internal). Adjacent and Internal account for more than 99.5%
in most datasets. The Skip duplicate chunks only consist of
a small fraction (less than 0.5% in most datasets) of all duplicate chunks. This observation supports an approach of
avoiding deduplicating Skip chunks to preserve locality since
they would only have a small impact on the deduplication
ratio.
Motivated by the above observation of the duplicate chunks’
pattern, we avoid deduplicating Skip chunks and treat them
as Unique chunks for the current version. This greatly simplifies chunk-reference relationships: each physical chunk
must be referenced by one version or by consecutive versions
(e.g., Bi , ... Bi+k ) in the former OPT data layout. With this
condition, we can greatly reduce the number of classified
categories (containers). Taking three backups for example, be-
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cause each chunk must be referenced by successive versions
{Bi , ..., Bi+k}, where i ≥ 1 and i + k ≤ 3. Thus,when k=0,
there are 31 categories; when k 6= 0, there are 32 categories
(choosing the start and the end one for successive versions).
Hence, the number of categories in this example is reduced
from seven to six.
In general, if we have n backup versions and improve the
OPT data layout by exploiting the duplicate chunks’ pattern,
the upper
 limit
 of the number of categories (containers) will
be n1 + n2 = n(n + 1)/2, which is much less than 2n − 1.
Continuing an earlier example with 30 backup versions, there
will be 465 containers with about 2150 chunks on average, so
the average size of container is about 17.6MB. This condition
makes the classification feasible for the OPT data layout while
the size of containers is large enough to maintain the spatial
locality of backup workloads.

4 Design and Implementation
4.1 MFDedup Overview
Based on our key observations about the relationships between backups and the OPT data layout mentioned in Section 3, implementing the optimal data layout in a deduplicated
backup storage systems is feasible by the following two key
design principles: 1 All chunks are classified into categories
(like containers) according to their reference relationship. 2
Skip duplicate chunks are treated as unique chunks to simplify
the chunks’ reference relationship.
In this paper, we propose our approach MFDedup, a
management-friendly deduplication framework using the
aforementioned optimal (OPT) data layout. Our approach is to
maintain the locality of backup workloads, which eliminates
fragmentation that slows restore and GC. MFDedup follows
the above two design principles and reorganizes chunks in
an offline algorithm to achieve the OPT data layout, by using
two key techniques:
• Neighbor-Duplicate-Focus indexing (NDF). MFDedup only removes duplicates between neighboring
backup versions. Hence, we only need to build and access a local fingerprint index consisting of the neighboring backup versions’ fingerprints, whose resource
requirements are lower compared with traditional global
fingerprint index, as detailed in Section 4.2.
• Across-Version-Aware Reorganization (AVAR). After detecting duplicate chunks of each new backup ver-
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NDF V1's FP

sion using NDF, MFDedup offline arranges the deduplicated chunks of the last backup version. Specifically,
these chunks are classified and grouped to iteratively
update the OPT data layout according to our simplified
chunk-reference relationship, as detailed in Section 4.3.

Version 1
Chk1
Chk2
Chk3
Chk4
Chk5
Chk6

NDF-based Fingerprint Index

Backup
Workload

Recipes

Indexing&
Storing
(inline)

Previous version
OPT Data Layout

Arranging
(offline)

Current version
OPT Data Layout

Figure 3: An overview of MFDedup framework.
The overall workflow of the MFDedup framework is shown
in Figure 3, which includes three key stages: Chunking & Fingerprinting, Indexing & Storing, and Arranging. Chunking
& Fingerprinting refers to splitting the backup stream into
chunks using Content-Defined Chunking [29, 39] and then
calculating a fingerprint (i.e. SHA1 digest) for each chunk.
Indexing & Storing detects duplicate and unique chunks from
the previous backup version by using NDF-based fingerprint
index and then stores unique chunks and a Recipe for each
backup. Arranging is an offline process, which iteratively updates the OPT data layout version by version, with the support
of NDF-based fingerprint index. Note that the Recipe records
the chunk-fingerprint sequence of a backup version, which is
used to recover the backup version after deduplication.
In general, MFDedup applies online deduplication using
NDF, which removes duplicates only between neighboring
backup versions, and then an offline Arranging using AVAR,
which keeps the OPT data layout to maintain locality of
backup workloads and thus eliminate fragmentation.

4.2

Neighbor-Duplicate-Focus Indexing

In this section, we will introduce the Neighbor-DuplicateFocus indexing (NDF) technique in MFDedup, which is based
on our observation (Section 3.3) that most duplicate chunks
exist between neighboring versions in a backup storage system (i.e., duplicate chunks of backup version Bi are nearly all
from its previous version Bi−1 ). Therefore, MFDedup chooses
to treat Skip duplicate chunks as unique chunks instead of
deduplicating them. In other words, MFDedup only identifies
duplicate chunks in backup version Bi that are identical to
chunks either in Bi (within the same version) or Bi−1 (the previous version). We refer to this as a NDF-based fingerprint
index.
In the NDF implementation, we maintain an independent
fingerprint index table for each backup version. Besides using NDF in the Indexing & Storing stage of MFDedup for
duplicate detection, NDF is also used in the Arranging stage
for classification as detailed in next subsection. After a finger-
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④

Dedup

Dedup

Active
Cat.(2,2)

Active
Cat.(1,1)

Chk1
Chk2
Chk3
Chk4
Chk5
Chk6

Version 3
Chk1
Chk2'
Chk3''
Chk4''
Chk5''
Chk6

②

Dedup

Unique
Chunks

V3's FP
Index

Version 2
Chk1
Chk2'
Chk3'
Chk4'
Chk5'
Chk6

①

AVAR
Chunking &
Fingerprinting

V2's FP
Index

Index

Chk2'
Chk3'
Chk4'
Chk5'

③
Duplicate?
Y:Migrate

Duplicate?

Active
Cat.(1,2)

Chk1
Chk6

N:Archive

Active
Cat.(3,3)

⑤
Y:Migrate
N:Archive

Chk3''
Chk4''
Chk5''

Active
Cat.(2,3)

Chk2'

Active
Cat.(1,3)

Cat.(1,1)

Chk2
Chk3
Chk4
Chk5
Volume 1 : Archived
Categories for Version 1

Cat.(1,2)

Cat.(2,2)

Chk3'
Chk4'
Chk5'

Chk1
Chk6

Volume 2 : Archived
Categories for Version 2

Figure 4: An example of the AVAR workflow on three backup
versions, which is presented by a solid line in five steps: 1
Deduplicating Version 1 → 2 Deduplicating Version 2 →
3 Arranging Version 1 → 4 Deduplicating Version 3 → 5
Arranging Version 2. Gray dashed lines refer to fingerprint
indexing operations.
print index table is used in the above two stages for the latest
two backup versions, it can be released. Therefore, we only
need to maintain two fingerprint indices, which could be kept
in memory if they are small (they are typically much smaller
than the traditional index that stores all versions) or loaded
using previous locality-based approaches [24, 45]. Assuming
a fingerprint index entry takes 20 bytes (i.e., the size of SHA1
digest), the size of a backup version is 10GB, and the expected
chunk size is 8KB, the total memory cost of NDF-based fingerprint index will be 2 × 10GB/8KB × 20B = 50MB (about
0.4882% size of a backup version).
Indexing overhead of NDF is related to the data size
of two most recent backup versions, which is considerably
smaller than traditional deduplication systems that have a
global fingerprint index. Meanwhile, NDF is able to achieve a
near-exact deduplication ratio while supporting the OPT data
layout in MFDedup (detailed in Section 4.3).

4.3

Across-Version-Aware Reorganization

In this subsection, we will introduce Across-Version-Aware
Reorganization (AVAR) in MFDedup, which is designed to
eliminate fragmentation and generate the OPT data layout
combining with the NDF technique.
There are two stages in AVAR, which are the Deduplicating
stage (i.e., Indexing & Storing in Section 4.1) and the Arranging stage, and both utilize the NDF-based fingerprint index.
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Figure 4 gives an example of AVAR on three backup versions, running with the two stages alternating (except the first
backup version): The Deduplicating stage identifies unique
chunks of a backup version Bi . Then the Arranging stage
updates the OPT data layout for backup version sets {B1 ..Bi },
by reorganizing the previous OPT data layout of {B1 ..Bi−1 }
with the unique chunks of Bi . Note that there is naturally an
OPT data layout when the first backup version is stored, so
the Arranging stage is not required after the Deduplicating
stage. More details about the two stages of AVAR are elaborated below.
Deduplicating Stage. In this stage, we detect duplicate
chunks using the NDF-based fingerprint index and then store
unique chunks as well as Recipes. In the remainder of this
section, we ignore Recipes, and focus on how data chunks
are managed for the OPT data layout. Therefore, as shown in
Steps 1 , 2 and 4 of Figure 4, the Deduplicating Stage is
responsible for storing unique chunks of the latest new backup
version Bi into a new active Category, which is currently only
referenced by Bi . Note that chunks in the active Category
may be referenced by future backup versions and thus will be
processed by the Arranging stage later.
Note that each Category is named with a pair of numbers
in MFDedup, which reflects which backup versions refer to
chunks in this category. For example, if chunks in a category are referenced from consecutive Versions 2, 3, and 4, we
denote this category as Cat.(2, 4).
Arranging Stage. According to the 1st principle of MFDedup, classification methods used for generating the OPT data
layout are based on the reference relationship between chunks
and backup versions, which means the old OPT data layout
expires when a new version arrives and is processed by the
Deduplicating stage. This is because the reference relationship between chunks and backups has changed. Therefore,
the Arranging stage is responsible for iteratively updating
the existing OPT data layout with new unique chunks of the
incoming version (after the Deduplicating stage), following
the two design principle of MFDedup.
To better present the iterative process of our Arranging
stage, Figure 5 shows a general evolution example of OPT
data layout with three backup versions. According to the
design principle 2 in Section 4.1 (i.e., Skip duplicate chunks
are ignored and treated as unique chunks), in backup version
sets {B1 ..Bn−1 }. Then Cat.(1,n-4) is not referenced by the
last backup version Bn−1 and cannot be referenced by Bn and
later backup versions. As a result, these kinds of categories
are always carried forward as part of the OPT data layout and
are referred to as archived. On the other hand, Cat.(1,n-1)
that is referenced by the last backup version Bn−1 , will be
split into two categories when backing up a new version Bn .
We call those categories active.
Therefore, in our implementation of AVAR, classified categories (containers) have two states: Active and Archived
when updating the OPT data layout. Archived means the cat-
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OPT data layout of
Backup set {B1..Bn-1}
Cat.(1,n-1) (Active)

derive

Cat.(1,n-4) (Archived)

…

OPT data layout of
OPT data layout of
Backup set {B1..Bn+1}
Backup set {B1..Bn}
derive
Cat.(1,n+1) (Active)
Cat.(1,n) (Active)

Cat.(1,n-1) (Archived)

Inherit

Cat.(1,n) (Archived)

Inherit

Cat.(1,n-1) (Archived)

Inherit

Cat.(1,n-4) (Archived)

Cat.(1,n-4) (Archived)

Figure 5: An example of the OPT data layout’s evolution on
three backup versions. Some categories are inherited from the
previous version, and some derive new categories.
egories are immutable, while Active means the categories
will be further ‘arranged’ by MFDedup after future backups.
More specifically, in the Arranging stage of AVAR, we focus on active categories, which derive new active categories
and archived categories. Like the example of Step 5 shown
in Figure 4, Cat.(1,2) and Cat.(2,2) are the only two existing (old) active categories after backing up Version 3, and
we check each chunk of them with the fingerprint index of
backup version 3. Duplicate chunks, existing in Version 3,
are migrated to new active Cat.(1,3) and Cat.(2,3), and other
chunks are arranged in archived Cat.(1,2) and Cat.(2,2). After
migrating and archiving, old active Cat.(1,2) and Cat.(2,2) are
no longer required and thus deleted.
Grouping. After Arranging existing Active categories, the
new Archived categories are grouped into a Volume by the
order of their name (e.g. in the order of Cat.(1,3), Cat.(2,3),
Cat.(3,3)), for easier storage management. The benefits of
grouping categories will be introduced in the next section.

4.4

Restore and Garbage Collection

Restore and Garbage Collection both benefit from our OPT
data layout in MFDedup, and their workflows are greatly
simplified as elaborated in this subsection.
Restore. When restoring a backup version in MFDedup,
we only need to read the required categories on the OPT
data layout, which is referenced by the to-be-restored version.
Meanwhile, tracing required chunks (categories) for restore
is totally metadata-free in MFDedup with the support of the
OPT data layout (i.e., can be calculated by our layout).
For the situation that there are n backup versions stored
in MFDedup, and we want to restore a backup version Bk ,
all categories referenced by Bk are required. For example,
Cat.(3,k+2) is required, because it is referenced from B3 to
Bk+2 , which includes Bk . Thus, all required categories for Bk
could be represented as:
Required Cat. = {Cat.(i, j)}, where 1 ≤ i ≤ k ≤ j ≤ n
j

= ∪nj=k ∪i=1 Cat.(i, j).

(1)

Like the example of Figure 6, there are four stored backups.
According to Equation 1, restoring Version 3 requires the
blue-colored categories. Note that according to our grouping
j
approach, ∪i=1Cat.(i, j) are always sequentially grouped in
j
the same Volume. Thus, loading ∪nj=k ∪i=1 Cat.(i, j) requires
n sequential reads at most.
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OPT Data Layout
Volumes
(Archived Catogories)
Vol.1
Vol.2
Vol.3
Cat.(1,1)

Active
Catogories
Vol.4

Cat.(1,2)

Cat.(1,3)

Cat.(1,4)

Cat.(2,2)

Cat.(2,3)

Cat.(2,4)

Cat.(3,3)

Cat.(3,4)
Cat.(4,4)

To be reclaimed
if delete Version 1
Restored Version 3
Data6

Traverse categories
colored blue for
restoring Version 3
FP1 Len1
FP6 Len6
FP9 Len9

Data1
Data6
Data9

V3's Restore
Hash Table
FP2 Offset2
FP6 Offset6
FP5 Offset5

···

Figure 6: An example of restore and deletion on the OPT data
layout with four backup versions.
A recipe is required to restore a backup version, which is
used to build a ‘restore’ hash table, whose format is shown in
Figure 6. The entry of the hash table is a pair like <fingerprint,
offset>, which records a chunks’ fingerprint and its offset in
the to-be-restored version.
The workflow of restore is shown in Figure 6, after getting
the required categories, the chunks are restored one by one according to the Recipe for Version 3. Therefore, MFDedup only
needs to seek to the required volumes and then sequentially
read the required (consecutive) categories in those volumes,
which achieves a superior restore performance (i.e., few seeks
and large sequential I/Os).
Deletion and Garbage Collection. As a result of our OPT
data layout, deletion and garbage collection are naturally simple, and the space can be immediately reclaimed in MFDedup.
In deduplication systems, deleting a backup version means
reclaiming its unique chunks (those not referenced by other
backups). FIFO-based deletion in MFDedup simply deletes
and reclaims the earliest volumes, because they consist of
unique chunks of the earliest backup versions. For example
in Figure 6, we can reclaim space of Version 1 by directly
deleting Volume 1.
MFDedup also supports deleting other backup versions
besides the earliest ones. From the description of the Deduplicating stage, we see that the unique chunks of each backup
version are always stored in the last category of each volume
(see Figure 6). Thus, we can also delete any backup version
by resizing the corresponding volume using ‘truncate()’ (i.e.,
deleting the last category in this file). For example, if we want
to delete Version 2 in Figure 6, we can remove the archived
Category 3 by just truncating Volume 2. A previous work [11]
mentioned that the CMA approach [15] only supports FIFO
deletion, while we support any deletion pattern.
In this way, we no longer apply traditional GC techniques
in MFDedup, such as mark-sweep or reference-count management, since the chunk-reference relationship is naturally
designed into our classification-based OPT data layout. This
is a dramatic reduction in system resources (CPU cycles,
RAM, I/O) and coding complexity.
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4.5

Discussion and Limitations

In this subsection, we discuss overheads, limitations, and corresponding possible optimizations of MFDedup in a deployed
system to support various backup workloads.
Self-Organization of OPT data layout. This OPT data
layout is self-organized and simple, and the cost of metadata
is greatly reduced. The exact physical position and the reference counts of each unique chunk, which are usually used for
restore and GC in traditional deduplication systems, are not
needed for MFDedup. For example, in restore, the required
categories for each version are calculable in the OPT data
layout.
Backups Size. While backup sizes can vary over a wide
range, many VM backups are ∼100GB, and the index is
400MB for the most recent virtual machines. Wallace [38]
and Amvrosiadis [4] also suggested the majority of backups
were 50-500GB in Data Domain and Symantec production
systems. Hence MFDedup can be directly applied in these
scenarios with a reasonable memory overhead.
Fingerprint Prefetching for Larger Backups. Although
the current design of MFDedup has the index in RAM, previous techniques for prefetching and caching sequences of
fingerprints (designed for a large fingerprint index) [5,7,17,24,
26, 28, 40, 45] could also be used in MFDedup. We expect the
sequential locality to also exist in MFDedup for two reasons.
On the one hand, sequential locality exists inside categories,
although it is destroyed across categories by Arranging. On
the other hand, recipes also keep the sequential locality of
each backup.
Restoring for Larger Backups. When restoring a single
large backup, since chunks are organized with categories
in MFDedup, we could also organize a ‘restore’ hash table
(recording pairs <fingerprint, offset>) for each category, and
then load the hash tables to memory separately. Besides, a
single backup could be divided by MFDedup into several
smaller sub-units (e.g., each <100GB) to relieve the memory
burden for both backing up and restoring. But, when the size
of a single backup is huge (such as over 10T B), and there
is only one category for this backup, the hash table would
also be very large (over 10T B/8KB × (20B + 8B) = 35GB,
here we assume ‘fingerprint’ and ‘offset’ take 20B and 8B,
respectively), which is difficult to maintain in memory, so
MFDedup can not handle these use cases yet.
Incremental Backups vs. Full Backups As we introduced in Section 4, MFDedup is designed for full backups.
For incremental backups, we could add an API to distinguish
between incremental and full backups. Also, as synthetic full
backups have already become broadly used, the incremental changes are typically relative to the last “full” backup
synthesized, so MFDedup can also be directly applied.
Reserved Space for Arranging. Arranging is an offline
process, in which chunks are migrated or archived, and it
requires additional reserved space. As shown in Figure 4,
Arranging runs on active categories, thus, the reserved space
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is equal to the maximum size of active categories, which is
much smaller than a full backup and is studied in Section 5.6.
What if Arranging Falls Behind. If there are a lot of
workloads to back up and not enough time to finish the Arranging stage in MFDedup, we can skip it temporarily, and
apply it in future idle time. Before Arranging catches up, the
OPT data layout is not updated with new incoming backup
versions. The more Arranging falls behind, the more seriously
OPT data layout is damaged, with an increase in read amplification and decrease in restore throughput. However, this a
rare case since users usually create full backups daily or less
frequently [3, 23], which provides enough time for our offline
Arranging. In addition, a higher deduplication ratio leads to
a smaller read amplification and also a smaller reduction in
restore throughput when Arranging falls behind.
Time Overhead of Offline Arranging. In MFDedup, we
have transferred background work from GC to Arranging
while achieving many benefits: high restore speed, immediate
space reclamation, etc. Arranging is an offline process that
traverses active categories of a backup version, migrates duplicate chunks, and archives the remaining chunks. The time
cost of Arranging is close to or better than perfect garbage collection with the benefits of better restore and GC performance
of MFDedup as evaluated in Section 5.5. In the paper, we always run Arranging after each backup to keep the data layout
healthy (i.e., optimal), but Arranging could act like GC: just
running once after several backups. In this case, Arranging
falls behind and will cause slight read amplification, as discussed in “What if Arranging Falls Behind”. Besides, several
Arranging tasks, in which duplicate chunks will be migrated
several times, could be merged in this situation, which could
reduce the total overhead for Arranging, though this has not
been evaluated.
Out-of-Order Restore. Unlike the implementation of the
traditional deduplication framework, restore in MFDedup
is out-of-order, which means the writing order of restored
chunks does not absolutely follow their logical order in workloads. While the chunks in volumes are generally in order
for a backup, there are logical gaps that are filled by other
volumes, which causes random writes to the restored version.
Although the sequential locality still exists inside categories,
as discussed in “Fingerprint Prefetching”, restore will have
better performance if the destination media has good random
write performance (e.g., on SSDs). Besides, some previous
techniques, like a reassembly buffer [20], could be applied to
improve the performance when streaming a restore to HDD
devices.

5 Performance Evaluation
5.1 Experimental Setup
Evaluation Platform and Configurations. We perform our
experiments on a workstation running Ubuntu 18.04 with
an Intel Core i7-8700 @ 3.2GHz CPU, 64GB memory, Intel
D3-S4610 SSDs, and 7200rpm HDDs.
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Table 1: Four backup datasets used in evaluation.
Name
WEB

Total Size
Versions
Before Dedup
269 GB

100

CHM

279 GB

100

VMS

1.55 TB

100

SYN

1.38 TB

200

Workload Descriptions
Backup snapshots of website: news.sina.com,
captured from June to September in 2016.
Source codes of Chromium project
from v82.0.4066 to v85.0.4165
Backups of an Ubuntu 12.04 Virtual Machine
Synthetic backups by simulating file
create/delete/modify operations [36]

In our evaluation, we built a MFDedup prototype system
and also built Destor [16] for comparison with several state-ofthe-art techniques for restore and GC, including the HistoryAware Rewriting algorithm (HAR) [15], Capping [23], and
Container-Marker Algorithm (CMA) [14]. MFDedup and
Destor use the same configuration in the Chunking & Fingerprinting stage: chunking uses FastCDC [41] with the minimum, average, and maximum chunk sizes set to 2KB, 8KB,
and 64KB; Fingerprinting uses a SHA1 digest generated by
Intel Intelligent Storage Acceleration Library Crypto Version
(i.e., ISA-L_crypto [1]).
Experimental methods. To simulate real backup/restore scenarios, we separate the storage space of our workstation into
two parts: a backup space using a 7200rpm HDD and a user
space using an Intel D3-S4610 SSD. Both spaces (drives)
have an XFS file system. It is typical in backup environments
to use HDDs for cost reasons while primary systems often
use SSD for higher performance.
To evaluate backup/restore performance, tested datasets
are backed up from the user space to the backup space version by version while the restore runs in the reverse direction. Note that before each backup/restore, we always
flush the file system cache using the command: “echo 3 >
/proc/sys/vm/drop_caches”.
To simulate users’ retention (deletion) requirements in
backup systems, we retain the most recent 20 versions. Thus
Version n−20 is deleted after Version n is backed up, which is
the same as the previous work HAR [15] and CMA [14]. For
throughput (time cost) of backup, restore, and GC/Arranging
in our evaluation, we present the average results of five runs.
Container-based I/O is considered, because many
deduplication-based storage systems usually combine
with compression techniques, and all chunks are stored in
containers as the basic unit for compression. Because here
we focus on deduplication and compression techiniques are
orthogonal to deduplication, we do not introduce compression
in evaluations.
Evaluation Dataset. Four backup datasets are used for evaluation as shown in Table 1. These datasets represent various
typical backup workloads, including website snapshots, an
open source code project, virtual machine images, and a synthetic dataset, with deduplication ratios varying from 2.19
to 44.65. WEB, SYN, and VMS datasets have been used in
several studies of data deduplication [15, 41, 43].
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Figure 7: Actual Deduplication Ratio of MFDedup and five approaches running on four datasets (retaining 20 backups).
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Figure 8: Backup throughput of MFDedup and two other
rewriting approaches running on two selected datasets (due
to space limit), without considering (offline) Arranging.

5.2

Actual Deduplication Ratio

As mentioned in Section 2, rewriting and GC techniques
(e.g. HAR, Capping, and CMA) consume more storage space
in exchange for better restore and GC performance. Meanwhile, MFDedup ignores Skip duplicate chunks to implement
OPT data layout, which also reduces the deduplication ratio.
Hence, in this subsection, we evaluate MFDedup and other
approaches with the Actual Deduplication Ratio (denoted by
Size o f the Dataset
ADR) defined as SizeTotal
a f ter Running an Approach , which reflects
the corresponding reduced deduplication ratio due to these
techniques (such as rewriting).
Figure 7 shows ADR of MFDedup, Exact Deduplication,
and other approaches, including combinations of rewriting
(HAR and Capping) and GC (Perfect GC and CMA) techniques. Here MFDedup includes its GC approach. Note that
we only retain the latest 20 backup versions in our evaluation,
and thus Perfect GC and CMA represent two typical GC techniques using Mark-Sweep with utilization thresholds set at
0% and 100%, respectively. Perfect GC reclaims all possible
space, while CMA runs faster but leaves unreferenced chunks
in containers that are partially referenced, so they show two
kinds of extreme impacts of GC.
Generally, Figure 7 shows that MFDedup achieves ADR
that is very close to Exact deduplication, which is much higher
than other rewriting and GC approaches. This is because the
space cost of ignoring Skip duplicate chunks in MFDedup is
quite small, especially compared with the number of rewritten
chunks in other approaches.
Figure 7 also shows rewriting techniques cause a decrease
in ADR when GC starts after version 21. When the CMA
technique (higher GC speed, fewer unreferenced chunks removed) is added, this loss worsens. This is consistent with
our discussion in Section 2: rewriting reduces deduplication
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while GC also can lead to more rewritten chunks. Meanwhile,
deletion and GC are naturally supported in our OPT data
layout with NDF and AVAR techniques, which has no fragmentation issue and thus no space cost for MFDedup. Overall,
MFDedup achieves a 1.12× to 2.19× higher ADR than other
approaches due to the OPT data layout.

5.3

Backup Throughput

In this section, we study backup throughput of MFDedup compared with rewriting approaches. Here we do not consider the
impact of GC since it is usually an offline process. Both HAR
and Capping use a full-in-memory global fingerprint index
while MFDedup applies NDF-based local fingerprint index.
To minimize the performance impact of reading datasets, we
back up the datasets from a ramdisk to measure the backup
throughput.
Figure 8 shows backup throughput of the three approaches,
which have similar results for a given dataset. This highlights that MFDedup does not sacrifice backup throughput
to achieve the other benefits we discuss. The performance
of the three techniques is similarly limited by the chunking
and SHA1 digest calculation. In theory, since MFDedup no
longer rewrites duplicate chunks (thus achieving higher Actual Deduplication Ratio in Section 5.2), its storage I/O when
backing up will also be smaller than the traditional design.
Indexing Overhead. During backups, we measured the
maximum memory cost for the NDF index, which varied
from 6.27MB to 46.35MB (only indexing 2 backup versions).
In contrast, traditional deduplication approaches maintain a
global fingerprint index for all 20 backup versions and would
require 26.81MB to 64.45MB space. Note that the traditional
global index grows with the number of retained versions,
while NDF only maintains 2 indices.

5.4

Restore Throughput

Previous approaches [15, 23] use Speed Factor to measure
restore throughput. It is defined as the ratio of useful data
restored per container read in deduplication-based backup
systems, assuming using fix-sized containers as the read I/O
unit [23]. Since MFDedup uses variable-sized containers to
hold categories as the I/O unit, thus we define three metrics
in this subsection, Restore Throughput, Seek Number, and
Read Amplification Factor. Here Seek Number is defined
as the number of seek operations required for reading containers/volumes on disk devices while Read Amplification Factor
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Figure 9: Restore Throughput of MFDedup, HAR, and Capping on four backup datasets. fread() denotes sequential throughput
of the backup device.
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Figure 11: Read Amplification Factor of MFDedup, HAR,
and Capping on restoring two datasets (due to space limit).
is defined in Section 2.2.
Figures 9, 10 and 11 present the restore results of MFDedup, HAR, and Capping on the three metrics, which demonstrate that Restore Throughput is generally consistent with
the other two metrics. Figure 9 shows that HAR performs
better than Capping in Restore Throughput, but MFDedup
achieves up to 11.64× (WEB), 4.54× (CHM), 2.63× (VMS)
and 3.73× (SYN) higher than HAR. This is because MFDedup has eliminated fragmentation by maintaining locality of
backup workloads on the OPT data layout, while fragmentation (though alleviated) still exists in HAR and Capping
based systems and becomes worse with higher versions.
Figure 10 shows the Seek Number on two datasets. Results
for the other datasets were consistent and removed for space
reasons. MFDedup reduces the Seek Number from thousands
for HAR and Capping to 20, which is because it groups several
archived categories into one big, sequentially written volume;
Capping and HAR need more seek operations due to their
scattered distribution of required chunks.
On the other hand, Figure 11 shows the Read Amplification
Factor (results were consistent for all datasets). MFDedup has
the smallest Read Amplification Factor, which is only 34.32%
of Capping and 50.19% of HAR on average. This is because
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its OPT data layout has eliminated fragmentation. Meanwhile,
HAR and Capping will encounter more unneeded chunks in
loaded containers when restoring. Read Amplification Factor
is less than 1 for MFDedup due to Internal deduplication
within a backup version (Figure 2), so read chunks can be used
multiple times for a restore. Therefore, restore throughput of
MFDedup is even higher than the storage media: up to 1.5×
of fread(), which means MFDedup can completely utilize the
performance of storage devices.
Note that these result are also evaluated while retaining
20 backup versions. If we retain more backup versions, the
restore results of HAR and Capping will decrease, as is discussed in many previous works [15, 23]. Without fragmentation, MFDedup achieves a consistently high Restore Throughput, even when retaining more backup versions.

Arranging vs. Traditional GC

Compared with traditional deduplication approaches, MFDedup has the benefit of nearly zero-overhead Garbage Collection (GC), but adds the offline Arranging process. Therefore,
in this subsection, we evaluate the time cost of Arranging in
comparison with Perfect GC, which reflects the overhead for
updating the OPT data layout in MFDedup.
GC approaches mainly differ in the technique to select the
containers and chunks to clean. Once selected though, all
the GC techniques involve migrating referenced chunks into
new, immutable containers. To simplify our evaluation, we
conservatively focus on the cost of reading selected containers
and migrating valid chunks into new containers since that
is the common phase. This is a lower bound on the cost
of GC since it neglects the selection phase, which involves
enumerating the live files/chunks [11].
The results are shown in Figure 12 comparing Arranging
and Perfect GC. Since we are retaining 20 versions, GC does
not run for the first 20 versions, though Arranging does. Analyzing the steady-state performance after the 20th version,
Arranging’s total processing period is only 45% (WEB), 37%
(CHM) and 25% (SYN) of GC’s total processing time on
average. But in VMS, Arranging takes 9% longer than GC
because VMS’s modification style (always change the same
region in each backup) makes GC very easy. Generally, Figure
12 suggests that Arranging is usually faster than GC, which
would take even more time if the selection phase were included in GC’s total. When MFDedup runs its version of GC,
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Figure 12: Time cost comparison between Arranging of MFDedup and GC of traditional deduplication systems.
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Figure 13: Size distribution of Volumes and Categories after
deduplicating 100 backup versions with MFDedup.
the processing time is insignificant since large Volumes can
be deleted at once without any copy-forward.
Arranging has a consistent processing time across versions,
while GC’s runtime is more variable, and consistent overheads
are easier to plan for in a storage system. Arranging’s processing time is consistent because it is a local process on a recent
version, while GC is a global process. As Figure 6 shows,
Arranging is always applied in Active categories generated
in the same version, and it always achieves a better locality.
On the other hand, GC in other techniques suffers from poor
locality [17], because the selected containers and chunks are
distributed randomly.
Note that other GC approaches will be faster than Perfect
GC, but at the cost of greatly decreasing Actual Deduplication
Ratio as discussed in Section 5.2. In contrast, MFDedup has
almost no deduplication ratio loss for GC while supporting
immediate deletion and GC, and also achieving nearly perfect
restore performance with an acceptable Arranging cost, as
shown in Figures 7, 9, and 12.

5.6

Size Distribution of Volumes/Categories

In this section, we demonstrate the data layout of MFDedup
with the size of volumes and active categories. We back up
100 versions without retention for evaluation. After that, there
will be 99 Volumes and 100 active categories, and these active
categories compose a logical volume (they will be archived
in a volume after the next Arranging).
Figure 13(a) shows the size of Volumes varying from 90MB
to 1.3GB on our four datasets. The results can tell administrators how much space will be freed by MFDedup by deleting
backup versions (volumes). The results also help administrators estimate how much more can be written to the deduplication system, since volumes represent the difference between
neighboring versions. For previous deduplication systems, it
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is difficult to answer these two issues [35], though sketching
approaches have been considered [19].
Figure 13(b) shows the size of active Categories vary in a
large range. We learn that the maximum categories hold about
16.99% (WEB), 46.46% (CHM), 18.49% (VMS), 51.87%
(SYN) of the size of the last backup version. This indicates
the reserved-space requirement for offline Arranging in MFDedup is much smaller than a full backup as discussed in Section 4.5. Meanwhile, the reserved space can be further reduced
by compressing categories.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a management-friendly deduplication framework, MFDedup. Different from traditional ‘Write
Friendly’ style deduplication architectures, MFDedup, is designed to be ‘Management-Friendly’ and solves the fragmentation problem in deduplication-based backup systems, by
introducing a novel deduplication process (NDF) and a locality improvement process (AVAR) to generate OPT data layout
and thus maintain locality of backup workloads.
With the benefits of eliminating the fragmentation problem, MFDedup improves actual deduplication ratios (1.12×
to 2.19× higher) and restore throughput (2.63× to 11.64×
higher) than previous approaches with accepted time cost on
the offline ‘Arranging’ to update the OPT data layout, while
GC in MFDedup is nearly zero-overhead.
As future work, we are considering adding delta compression in MFDedup for further space savings as well as handling
more complex backup scenarios such as incremental backups.
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